
Rise in rates
would see
7% struggle

ONE in five mortgage holders
would be forced to make
spending cutbacks if interest
rates started rising – and one in
14 would seriously struggle to
cope – a report has found.

Half of people surveyed for
Nationwide Mortgages said they
were already using credit cards
and overdrafts to fund everyday
spending, including food bills.

If rates moved at all, 20% said
they would have to cut back
on spending and a further 7%
believed it would leave them
seriously struggling.

Nearly one in five (18%) of the
2,000 homeowners surveyed had
no rainy day fund to call on in
case of emergencies.

While 39% of those surveyed
had used the relatively cheap cost
of borrowing from low interest
rates to overpay their mortgages
and repay their debts, 6% had
used the opportunity of having
more cash in their pocket.

Homeowners in the West
Midlands and Northern Ireland
were the most likely to have
spent any extra cash, with 10%
having done so.

Nearly a third (31%) of
homeowners had never checked
if they could save more money by
switching mortgage provider.

Here are some tips from
Nationwide Mortgages, part of
Nationwide Building Society, for
getting on top of your finances:

n Write a list of income and
outgoings, including all bills.
Decide whether you can make
reductions to free up more cash

n Check the terms of existing
arrangements such as any
mortgage, loans and savings to
see if you can improve them

n Plan your priorities. Pay off
expensive debt first and where
the terms and your budget allow,
pay off debts as soon as you can.
Build a rainy day fund, ideally
enough for a few months’ bills.
Start specific savings pots for
particular life events.

Building a boat is

FORMER headteacher Richard
Wood from Worcester first
thought about building a boat
so that he could enjoy a creative
activity with his two teenage
sons.

They all thought it would be
fun to row together, and Richard
was interested in a coastal
rowing boat. But as he started
researching these types of
rowing boats he discovered the
cheapest ones would cost in the
region of £20,000.

He then came across a boat
called the St Ayles Skiff – a
Scottish-designed boat based on
a traditional small sea or river-
going craft.

The kit for the St Ayles Skiff
is only really available to buy
for community projects and in
Scotland they were particularly
used to help develop coastal
rowing clubs.

Richard explained: “It is a
massively growing culture in
Scotland and just starting in
England. They are beautiful
boats and lovely to row. I think it
will take off in England.”

So Richard was drawn to
the idea of a community boat
building and rowing project
and asked Nev Morrell, who
manages the Good Soil care
farm at Top Barn Farm, near
Hallow, Worcester, whether any
of the people using the care farm
would be interested to joining his
project.

Richard set up Zaznak Coastal
Rowing organisation as a
social enterprise at Top Barn
Farm with the aim of offering
people who feel marginalised
in life through homelessness,
substance misuse or for other
reasons as chance to take part
in a purposeful activity, build
relationships and gain a sense of
self- worth and belonging.

“It is firstly about community
creativity and adventure and
sport, health and competition
after. It is about traditional skills
and enjoying wood and people
being together and enjoying
being together,” said Richard.

The project was awarded
just under £10,000 from the Big
Lottery Awards for All scheme
and was able to convert a
building at the Good Soil site at
Top Barn Farm into a workshop
before buying the St Ayles
Skiff kit from Jordan Boats in
Somerset – the only company in
the UK supplying these type of
boat-building kits.

Work on building the boat

started last summer and so far
about 30 people – some of those
using Good Soil care farm and
also students from Tudor Grange
School in Worcester – have taken
part in the project.

“More than 30 people have
had their hands dirty on this
build so far and the numbers
are growing,” said Richard, who
previously had no knowledge

or experience in carpentry or
woodwork.

“I thought it was a good idea
and we all got excited about it
and are still very excited about it
– and more so as it becomes this
beautiful boat from a few hunks
of wood. Some of the people
who work on it come at every
opportunity. It is very fulfilling.”

He added that because he had
no carpentry skills or knowledge
of woodwork, it had been quite a
difficult undertaking. “Not being
a carpenter, every task was new
and in the beginning it was very
daunting.

“It really was a mountain
to climb. If I had known how
difficult it was, I might not have
done it, but I am very glad I did.”
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Country’s most inland coastal rowers all

CAREFUL: Replacing the boat in the workshop

He added that the St Ayles
Skiff was designed to be built by
amateurs and it is made of wood
and epoxy – a type of glue, which
Richard said is very forgiving
and fixes pretty much any
mistakes.

Every one of these types of
community hand-made boats
is unique because of the slight

mistakes and imperfections –
and this adds to the charm.

The first parts of the build
are done on the outside and
the boat has to be upside down.
Once they are complete the boat
has to be turned the right way
up – this is called the turning of
the boat and marks a particular
stage of the process. It is at this
point the boat is issued with its
registration number.

Zaznak’s boat, called Zandenise
in memory of the late Denise
Inge – wife of the Bishop of
Worcester John Inge who died of
cancer in 2014, has recently been
through the turning process and
is now undergoing the next stage
of the building process.

“I think for the kids from
Tudor Grange to see something
of this scale that they have
created, there is such a major
sense of achievement. The sense
of purpose and achievement it
brings to them and a ‘can do’
mentality. They think ‘I can do
things I did not realise I can do’.”

Once the boat is finished it

We are still very excited about it – and
more so as it becomes this beautiful boat
from a few hunks of wood

Richard Wood


